Abstract: Geosynchronous orbit synthetic aperture radar (GEO SAR) has a long integration time and a large imaging scene. Therefore, various nonideal factors are easily accumulated, introducing phase errors and degrading the imaging quality. Within the long integration time, tropospheric status changes with time and space, which will result in image shifts and defocusing. According to the characteristics of GEO SAR, the modeling, and quantitative analysis of background troposphere and turbulence are conducted. For background troposphere, the accurate GEO SAR signal spectrum, which takes into account the time-varying troposphere, is deduced. The influences of different rates of changing (ROC) of troposphere with time are analyzed. Finally, results are verified using the refractive index profile data from Fengyun (FY) 3C satellite and the tropospheric zenith delays data from international GNSS service (IGS). The time-space changes of troposphere can cause image shifts which only depend on the satellite beam-foot velocity and the linear ROC of troposphere. The image defocusing is related to the wavelength, resolution requirement, and the second and higher orders of ROC. The short-wavelength GEO SAR systems are more susceptible to impacts, while L-band GEO SAR will be affected when the integration time becomes longer. Tropospheric turbulence will cause the amplitude and phase random fluctuations resulting in image defocusing. However, in the natural environment, radio waves are very weakly affected by turbulence, and the medium-inclined GEO SAR of L-to C-band will not be affected, while the X-band will be influenced slightly.
Introduction
Troposphere is nondispersive and it affects the amplitude and phase of the radio waves passing through it. It can be divided into two parts: the background troposphere and the turbulence. The background troposphere mainly refers to the slowly changing part due to the large-scale component and corresponds to the input region [1] . Radio wave propagation in the troposphere can be characterized by refractive index. When the signal passes through the troposphere, the propagation velocity slows down because the refractive index is greater than 1, which introduces delay errors. Generally, different atmospheric conditions can cause different delay errors. Besides, because the meteorological elements such as atmospheric temperature, pressure, and humidity change with the height and spatial distribution of the refractive index, it is inhomogeneous, causing the propagation path to bend and introducing the bending errors. The tropospheric turbulence refers to the dramatic on ionospheric effects on the L-band system, including ionospheric modeling [36] , quantitative analysis [37] , compensation algorithms [38] , and experimental verification [39] . The troposphere causes less influence in L-band and the relevant research is relatively less. However, the impact of the troposphere has also become more serious with the increase of operating frequency.
Considering the characteristics of GEO SAR, this paper completes the modeling of the background troposphere using the polynomial expansion of delay errors against azimuth time, and turbulence considering a modified Kolmogorov power law spectrum and phase screen theory. The tropospheric influences are quantitatively analyzed using the simulated and measured data. The accurate GEO SAR signal spectrum considering the time-varying troposphere is derived and the influence of different tropospheric rates of changing with time (ROC) is analyzed, along with the thresholds of tropospheric errors causing image shifts and defocusing. Since the impacts depend not only on the tropospheric status, but also on the GEO SAR system parameters, in this paper, the effects of different GEO SAR orbital configurations are comparatively analyzed. In addition, influences of different integration times and wavelengths are also compared and summarized. These results are verified with the refractive index profile data from Fengyun (FY) 3C satellite and tropospheric zenith delay data from international GNSS service (IGS). As for the tropospheric turbulence, the random amplitude and phase errors caused by turbulence are analyzed based on the theory of phase screen, which is verified by simulation; its influences through the spectrum analysis method, which can build the relationship between the imaging performance indicators (e.g., PSLR and ISLR). Finally, taking the real natural turbulence status into account, we conclude that there is no effect of the turbulence on the medium inclination and high-inclination GEO SAR focusing except the slight defocusing for X-band and even shorter wavelength systems.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the phase errors introduced by troposphere are modeled and analyzed. Next, the GEO SAR signal affected by troposphere is proposed and the tropospheric effects are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, some simulations and measured data of troposphere are used to verify our analysis. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Modeling of Tropospheric Phase Errors

Modeling of Background Tropospheric Errors
The Radio Refractivity
Background troposphere will introduce delay errors and bending errors, mainly caused by the change of refractive index with height. Therefore, the influence of the troposphere on radio wave propagation is usually expressed by the refractive index n, which is between 1.00026 and 1.00046. For convenience, the radio refractivity N is used in the paper:
(1) Radio refractivity N is categorized into dry item N d and wet item N w [40] . N can be expressed as
77.6 T(h) P(h) + 4 810 e w (h)
where T, P and e w represent the temperature, the pressure, and the humidity, respectively, of the atmosphere at different heights. It is noted that the electrons effects are not considered here and the refractivity is not affected by the ionosphere because we only study the tropospheric effects in this paper.
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Modeling of Propagation Errors
The GEO SAR geometry is shown in Figure 1 , where O is the geocentric center and R is the Earth's radius. Target P is at a height of h p from ground, and the curve from GEO SAR passing through the point P and P to target P represents the actual propagation path which passes through the heterogeneous troposphere. The straight line from GEO SAR to P is the straight path of the signal. The point P is the intersection of the GEO SAR signal propagation path and the tropopause. The point P represents any point on the actual path of the signal. θ 1 is the elevation angle at the target P. θ 2 is the elevation angle at any point P on the signal propagation path. h p is the height of P and h up is the height of the tropopause.
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The delay error
The bending error
where R str represents the path length when the GEO SAR signal propagates straightly in the ideal case. The first term on the right side of the equation represents the delay error caused by the slowing down of the signal propagating velocity and the second term represents the bending error due to the bending of the signal propagation path. It can be seen that the troposphere is a nondispersive medium and the resulting signal delay is independent of wavelength. According to the analysis of massive Global Positioning System (GPS) data, the total tropospheric error can reach meters, but the proportion of bending error is very small, generally no more than 0.1 m [43] . Moreover, the change in this curved path contribution as a function of refractive index change due to variation in its wet part is usually negligible. So the bending errors can be treated as being constant.
Therefore, in the following analysis, we neglect the effects of bending errors, and only consider the delay error, that is, the elevation angle θ is assumed to remain unchanged in the integration path. At this time, the tropospheric propagation error can be simplified as
It can be seen that the delay error introduced by the troposphere in GEO SAR is mainly determined by the integral of the refractivity along the propagation path. At this point, the tropospheric phase error introduced into GEO SAR is
which can be calculated from the tropospheric refractivity parameters and the GEO SAR signal propagating geometry. Actually, during the long aperture time and within large observation swath of GEO SAR, the phase error ∆φ trop will change, mainly including (1) during the synthetic aperture time, the propagation path of the signal in the troposphere changes. The length of the propagation path corresponding to different PRT moments is different, introducing different delay errors. (2) Due to the long synthetic aperture time, the tropospheric state may change with time, resulting in time-varying delay errors. (3) Due to the large swath, the refractive index of different propagation paths vary inhomogeneously during the signal passing through the troposphere, causing that the refractive index along different propagation paths are different, resulting in different delay errors.
The time-varying, the gradient change of the spatial distribution of troposphere, and the change of the signal propagation path all cause the delay errors. However, all these phase errors will appear as a time-varying pattern in GEO SAR signals from pulse to pulse, but differ from various positions of target. Therefore, in this paper, these three effect types all can be modeled as a series expansion form with slow time, and used to establish the analytical expression and quantitative analysis of the influence of troposphere on imaging and give the threshold under the different parameters of GEO SAR systems. But the effects of the three categories were not separately analyzed and compared. The comparison of these three kinds of influences will be studied in future work. The phase errors can be expressed as
where q i is the ith temporal ROC in the error and P denotes the different locations.
Modeling of Turbulence Random Errors
Power Spectrum Model of Tropospheric Turbulence
Tropospheric turbulence will cause the random fluctuations of refractivity. A common model describing turbulence is atmospheric general circulation model (GCM) [44] , which is an atmospheric dynamics model that simulates global and large area climate change processes. It is used for weather forecasting, understanding the climate, and forecasting climate change. It may be not suitable for our Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 803 6 of 24 research because we only study the tropospheric effects on GEO SAR for specific short period of time and relatively small scale, i.e., the synthetic aperture time and length. So in our paper, we choose the power spectrum density (PSD) obeying the power law distribution [45] :
where
is the tropospheric refractivity structure constant which can express the turbulence intensity.
Compared to the Kolmogorov spectrum [46] that only applies to the inertial zone and to the Tatarskii spectrum [47] that applies to the inertial and dissipation zone, the Kolmogorov-von Karman spectrum can be used to describe the distribution of the tropospheric turbulence in the entire wave number domain [48] . Besides, the modified turbulence power spectrum is proposed which can describe the PSD of turbulence in all wave number domains:
where κ l = 3.3/l 0 . However, the turbulence is not static. There exists a movement of turbulence along with wind which will cause the temporal variation on turbulence PSD. Similar to the analysis from Pratsiraola et al. [49] , we analyze the time-varying characteristics by considering the drift velocity in the phase screen model. Firstly, starting from the autocorrelation function of refractivity and considering the drift velocity of turbulence, the PSD model affected by the drift velocity is obtained.
Assuming that the drift velocity is v d and the tropospheric penetrate point velocity is v p , then the status of the tropospheric irregularity located at x at time t a after the t a time corresponds to the status of the tropospheric irregularity at time t a located at x − v d t a . This relationship can be expressed as refractivity autocorrelation function B n (x, t a ):
Therefore, considering the drift velocity, the autocorrelation function can be modified as
where β = v e f f /v p is the velocity scale conversion rate and v e f f = v p − v d is relative velocity. According to Wiener-Sinqin's theorem, the refractivity autocorrelation function and its PSD are an Fourier transform pair (i.e., B n (x) ↔ F Φ n (κ)). Therefore, the turbulence PSD considering time-varying can be obtained by scaling the original PSD:
It can be seen that β will have effect on amplitude and cutoff frequency of PSD.
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Turbulence Energy
The turbulence level in the troposphere is determined by the turbulence energy which is expressed as the variance of the refractive index σ n 2 . It can be obtained by integrating the refractivity structure spectrum in the inertial region. Taking (9) as an example, σ n 2 can be expressed as
where κ 0 = 2π/L 0 and κ m = 2π/l 0 .
Here we can define the factor G which represents the integral of the normalized shape of the PSD as
The value of G depends on the shape of the selected power spectrum. When different power spectra are chosen, G is different. So the relationship between C 2 n and σ n 2 can be expressed as
Multiple Phase Screen Model
The amplitude and phase fluctuations caused by the tropospheric turbulence can be simulated using the phase screen theory similarly to the ionospheric scintillation. In this theory, the phase of the signal will be disturbed randomly when it traverses the turbulence (i.e., modeled as thin phase screens). Then the signal propagates in the free space after passing through the phase screen, the disturbing phase makes the wave fronts of the signal interfere with each other, causing the amplitude and phase fluctuations.
The ionospheric scintillation can be modeled as a thin screen at a height of~350 km above the ground. The signal passes through the phase screen and propagates in the free space. The troposphere is different. The troposphere distributes from the ground to the height of~10 km and there is no part of the signal that propagates in free space. The intensity of tropospheric turbulence (includes vortices caused by convection or wind shear) is related to altitude. It will reach maximum as it approaches the ground. However, if we divide the entire troposphere into multiple phase screens along the vertical height, the thinner the thickness of each subphase screen and the greater the total number of phase screens, the closer to the actual tropospheric distribution.
In this paper, we employ a multiphase screen theory to model turbulence as multiple thin screens, integrating the energy of each layer separately onto different thin screens. For simplicity, here we only consider the spatial coherence accumulation of each layer, regardless of the coherence between layers.
The disturbing phase introduced by the tropospheric turbulence can be described by the power spectrum Φ tro (κ). Assuming that the thickness of each layer is ∆d, the relationship of the phase power spectrum of the ith layer and the 2D power spectrum of the refractive index can be expressed as [50] 
where k = 2π/λ. If h 0 is the total thickness of turbulence, we can divide the turbulence into M = h 0 /∆d layers. Equation (16) shows that the turbulence energy of each layer with a thickness of ∆d is integrated together to form a screen and radio waves continue to propagate ∆d in free space after passing it. So, phase screen theory can be used to analyze the impact of turbulence for each layer.
In the simulation, firstly, the PSD function Φ i tro (κ) is used to construct the phase random fluctuations: (17) where r m is the zero mean and unit variance Hermitian complex Gaussian random variable.
The signal propagating in turbulence can be modeled by parabolic wave function and solved through the multiple phase screen theory [51, 52] 
where u is horizontal space position. Equation (18) is obtained using parabolic equation approximation [53] . It is noted that the Rytov approximation is also a theory to solve the random turbulence and the amplitude and phase fluctuations can be obtained by Rytov transform, which is seemly similar with (18) . But the Rytov approximation can only solve the weak fluctuation problem, which is the limitation compared with the parabolic equation approximation. Therefore, in order to analyze the effects of turbulent strength on GEO SAR imaging in the subsequent content, we choose the parabolic equation approximation for phase screen theory in our paper. Therefore, the total tropospheric transfer function is
As the GEO SAR orbit height is~36,000 km, the heights of the ionosphere and troposphere relative to GEO SAR orbit are not much different. Therefore, the ionospheric transfer function (ITF) of ionospheric scintillation and tropospheric turbulence have similar pattern in GEO SAR cases.
GEO SAR Signal Modeling and Tropospheric Effect Analysis
According to the above analysis in Section 2, the phase errors introduced by the troposphere to the signal passing through it can be expressed as ∆φ atm (P, t a ) = ∆φ bg (P, t a ) + ∆φ turb (P, t a ) (20) where P is the target in the different position and t a is the azimuth slow time. ∆φ bg is the phase error introduced by the background troposphere, as shown in (7); ∆φ turb is the random phase error introduced by tropospheric turbulence, as shown in (17) . Because the troposphere is a nondispersive medium, the effects of different frequency components are the same. Taking the background troposphere and turbulence into account, the accurate echo signals of the GEO SAR can be expressed as
where t a is the fast time, A r (·) and A a (·) are the envelope function in range and azimuth, respectively, k r is the range frequency modulation rate, λ is wavelength, t a is azimuthal slow time, and I TF (t a ) and φ TF (t a ) are amplitude and phase errors introduced by turbulence, respectively.
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Background Troposphere Effects Analysis
Theoretical Analysis
The troposphere is a nondispersive medium that has the same effect on different frequency signals and it cannot affect the imaging in range. Here we only consider GEO SAR azimuth signal influenced by troposphere. Time-varying tropospheric status and different propagation path's lengths between the different pulses lead to different delay errors which will affect azimuth imaging. These influences are modeled as a series expansion form varying with slow time. The GEO SAR azimuth signal considering background troposphere is analyzed here which can be written as
where t a is azimuth slow time, T a is the integration time, f dr is azimuth frequency modulation rate, λ is wavelength, and q i is the ith order rate of change of tropospheric delay error. Through the series inversion theory and the Fourier transform method [54] , the derived azimuth signal spectrum is
where f a = f dr ·t a is azimuth frequency, A exp jπ f 2 a / f dr is the GEO SAR frequency-domain signal that is not affected by the troposphere, and φ ai is the phase error caused by q i . The delay introduced by φ a1 is τ 1 = φ a1 /2π f a = 2·q 1 /λ f dr , so the azimuth image offset can be written as [1, 22, 55 ]
where v b f is the beam-foot velocity, which is defined as the speed of the radar beam center on the ground. Here, v b f is employed because GEO SAR operates in 'pseudo-spotlight' mode [56] which is caused by the ultrahigh orbit height and Earth rotation. It is noted that the beam-foot velocity and motion velocity are not approximately equal for GEO SAR due to the high-orbital characteristics, which are different from the LEO SAR and airborne SAR.
Since λ is inversely proportional to f dr , the azimuthal offset is only related to q 1 when the acquisition geometry of GEO SAR or v b f / f dr is fixed. Therefore, the azimuth shift does not depend on wavelength for GEO SAR.
The quadratic phase error of azimuth φ a2 will cause the main lobe widening and sidelobes increasing. Taking the relationship of f a , f dr and T a into account, substituting f a = f dr ·t a into φ a2 = 4π·q 2 f a 2 / λ f 2 dr and considering the largest error at edge of the aperture (i.e., t a = T a /2), the maximum second-order phase error of tropospheric delay can be obtained as
It can be seen that φ a2m depends on T a , λ and q 2 .
The azimuthal third-order phase error φ a3 produces the asymmetric sidelobes and may cause azimuthal defocusing. Similarly, the maximum of φ a3 can be expressed as
It can be seen that φ a3m depends on T a , λ and q 3 .
Analysis and Discussion on Impacts of Different GEO SAR Configurations
From the theoretical analysis in the previous section, the effects of the troposphere are not only related to the changes of the troposphere but also the GEO SAR system parameters (i.e., the configuration of the GEO SAR such as high inclination, low inclination, and near-zero inclination). The image shift caused by the troposphere mainly depends on the linear ROC of the troposphere. The tropospheric linear ROC is related to not only the status of the troposphere but also the propagation path. When the GEO SAR operates at a large squint angle or a large look angle, the ROC of the propagation path increases and the tropospheric impact is more serious. At this time, the linear ROC of the troposphere also increases and the image shift becomes more serious too. Besides, the look angles and the squint angles corresponding to the different targets in the scene are also different, resulting in the different offsets of different pixels in the image and causing image distortion.
According to the relationship between integration time, frequency modulation rate, and azimuth resolution, the maximum second-order phase error relating to the azimuth resolution can be obtained by substituting f dr ·T a = v b f /ρ a into (23) . Equation (25) can be written as
where ρ a is azimuthal resolution and v b f is the beam-foot velocity. When the geometric configuration and q 2 are fixed, the higher the resolution is, the more serious the quadratic phase error will be. When the wavelength and q 2 are fixed and the orbit configuration is unfixed, φ a2m is related to v b f and f dr (and f dr ∝ v 2 b f ). Therefore, the smaller v b f is, the larger the quadratic phase error and the serious defocus will be. Generally, the smaller the orbital inclination is, the smaller v b f will be and the more serious defocus will be. For the same orbital configuration (except the near-zero inclination), the perigee or apogee v b f is the smallest, while the velocity is the largest near the equator. As a result, the levels of deterioration of different orbital positions are not same.
When only considering the impact of T a and the fixed size antenna, the shorter the wavelength is, the smaller the integration time is because of T a ∝ λ. Therefore, assuming the geometrical configurations are same, φ a2 is proportional to the integration time.
When only considering the impact of λ, (27) can be written as
where R is the slant range of zero-Doppler and B a = f dr ·T a is the azimuthal bandwidth. When the resolution is fixed, the larger the wavelength is, the more serious the impact will be. This can be also explained that much greater integration time is needed for longer wavelength when the resolution is fixed. The third-order phase error introduced by the troposphere is only related to the integration time. The longer the integration time is, the more serious the impacts will be. However, for different configurations of GEO SAR, the small inclination GEO SAR needs longer integration time to achieve a certain resolution. Therefore, under the same resolution requirement, the smaller the orbital inclination is, the severer the tropospheric effect will be.
Tropospheric Turbulence Effect Analysis
GEO SAR azimuthal signal affected by turbulence can be written as
In order to investigate the degree of the fluctuation, A NV is defined as the normalized amplitude standard deviation of D TF , which describes the amplitude fluctuation strength; P NV is the phase standard deviation of D TF , which describes the phase fluctuation strength:
As A NV and P NV become greater, the turbulence will be more serious.
Simulations and Verifications
Background Troposphere
In this section, we will mainly use measured data (refractive index profile data from FY-3C and tropospheric zenith delay data from IGS), which changes slowly with time to complete the analysis of impacts on GEO SAR imaging. For the IGS data, the slant delay can be mapped from troposphere zenith delay data by mapping function to analyze the background tropospheric effects [24] . It is verified that these two methods can get the almost same conclusions because the first and second order rate of change (ROC) of tropospheric slant path delay is the same level, as shown in Table 1 . The atmospheric refractive index profile data was acquired from the FY-3C satellite [57] , released by China National Satellite Meteorological Center. The time interval is usually 2 to 5 min, including atmospheric refraction index, data time (year/month/day/hour/minute/second) and satellite position coordinates. The data from 18:28 to 18:40 on May 27, 2015 are selected for analysis and the data interval is 2 min. There are six sets of data in 10 min. Using the ray tracing method, the signal delay corresponding to the six sets of refractive index data is obtained, as shown by the red "+" in Figure 2 . We calculate the amount of tropospheric delay per second by Lagrange interpolation [58, 59] , as shown in Figure 2a . Similarly, we also get the 12 min troposphere zenith path delay data from IGS BJFS site (Beijing) from 18:28 to 18:40 on May 27, 2015 [60] , where the data interval is 5 min. The slant path delay can be obtained by mapping function as shown in Figure 2b .
Since FY-3C is a LEO satellite, the signal delay here is not fully equivalent to the effects of the troposphere on the GEO SAR signal. Therefore, equivalent treatment [39] based on the GEO SAR and FY-3C satellite orbital parameters is required to calculate the tropospheric delay data on the GEO SAR signal propagation path. Every order ROCs can be obtained as shown in Table 1 . We can find the first and second order ROC of FY-3C satellite and IGS are at same level. In the following, we mainly used FY-3C satellite data for more detailed analysis.
interval Since FY-3C is a LEO satellite, the signal delay here is not fully equivalent to the effects of the troposphere on the GEO SAR signal. Therefore, equivalent treatment [39] based on the GEO SAR and FY-3C satellite orbital parameters is required to calculate the tropospheric delay data on the GEO SAR signal propagation path. Every order ROCs can be obtained as shown in Table 1 . We can find the first and second order ROC of FY-3C satellite and IGS are at same level. In the following, we mainly used FY-3C satellite data for more detailed analysis.
It is noted that the measured data is not representative for the atmospheric status in China. The main work of this paper is to establish a GEO SAR signal model considering the influence of the troposphere, and theoretically analyze the influence of the troposphere. The measured data here are only used to verify the correctness of the tropospheric model, but are not employed to give any conclusion of tropospheric effects in China or a region based on a large number of measured data. It is noted that the measured data is not representative for the atmospheric status in China. The main work of this paper is to establish a GEO SAR signal model considering the influence of the troposphere, and theoretically analyze the influence of the troposphere. The measured data here are only used to verify the correctness of the tropospheric model, but are not employed to give any conclusion of tropospheric effects in China or a region based on a large number of measured data.
The effects of background troposphere on GEO SAR imaging are related to the integration time except the azimuth shift. Although the troposphere is a nondispersive medium and does not affect imaging in slant range, the phase errors of GEO SAR at different wavelengths are different in the azimuthal imaging. The phase delay errors introduced by troposphere in different bands can be calculated by atmospheric refractive index profile data from FY-3C refractive index profile data, and q i is same for different bands since the troposphere is nondispersive medium. q i can be obtained by interpolation and fitting the raw refractive index profile data. According to the parameters in Tables 1  and 2 , the azimuth signals in different bands (L, S, C, and X) and different integration times can be determined and peak sidelobe ratio (PSLR) and integral sidelobe ratio (ISLR) can be obtained after pulse compression processing. The azimuthal PSLR and ISLR of L, S, C, and X bands are simulated based on (22) . The evaluation results are shown in Figure 3 . Tropospheric errors can cause image defocusing for long integration time. The smaller the wavelength is, the greater the impact will be. The changes of the troposphere can also result in azimuthal image shifts that are independent of the wavelength and integration time. Instead, it only depends on the linear ROC in the troposphere.
However, for the same integration time, GEO SAR with different wavelengths can reach different resolutions. The smaller the wavelength is, the higher the resolution will be. The following will analyze effects of various geometries configuration and wavelengths of GEO SAR on the troposphere for the same resolution. Table 3 shows the assessment of GEO SAR imaging of point target at different orbital positions for the L-band and X-band with low-inclination orbit and high-inclination orbit. The resolution is set as 10 m (other parameters are shown in Table 2 ). The image offset caused by troposphere is only related to the geometric configuration instead of the wavelength. However, due to the short wavelength of the X-band GEO SAR, less time is required to reach the same resolution of 10 m. Therefore, the X-band GEO SAR is less affected by the troposphere when the same resolution is required, and defocus occurs only in case of GEO SAR with low inclination. Under the same geometric configuration, the integration time of L-band system is nearly 2000 s, and the azimuth will be defocused due to the tropospheric influences. The point target azimuthal envelopes of L-band and X-band system in this case are shown in Figure 4 . The effects of background troposphere on GEO SAR imaging are related to the integration time except the azimuth shift. Although the troposphere is a nondispersive medium and does not affect imaging in slant range, the phase errors of GEO SAR at different wavelengths are different in the azimuthal imaging. The phase delay errors introduced by troposphere in different bands can be calculated by atmospheric refractive index profile data from FY-3C refractive index profile data, and i q is same for different bands since the troposphere is nondispersive medium. i q can be obtained by interpolation and fitting the raw refractive index profile data. According to the parameters in Tables 1 and 2 , the azimuth signals in different bands (L, S, C, and X) and different integration times can be determined and peak sidelobe ratio (PSLR) and integral sidelobe ratio (ISLR) can be obtained after pulse compression processing. The azimuthal PSLR and ISLR of L, S, C, and X bands are simulated based on (22) . The evaluation results are shown in Figure 3 . Tropospheric errors can cause image defocusing for long integration time. The smaller the wavelength is, the greater the impact will be. The changes of the troposphere can also result in azimuthal image shifts that are independent of the wavelength and integration time. Instead, it only depends on the linear ROC in the troposphere.
(a) (b) However, for the same integration time, GEO SAR with different wavelengths can reach different resolutions. The smaller the wavelength is, the higher the resolution will be. The following will analyze effects of various geometries configuration and wavelengths of GEO SAR on the troposphere for the same resolution. Table 3 shows the assessment of GEO SAR imaging of point target at different orbital positions for the L-band and X-band with low-inclination orbit and highinclination orbit. The resolution is set as 10 m (other parameters are shown in Table 2 ). The image offset caused by troposphere is only related to the geometric configuration instead of the wavelength. However, due to the short wavelength of the X-band GEO SAR, less time is required to reach the 
Tropospheric Turbulence
Simulations of Turbulent Energy
In this section, the effects of turbulence on GEO SAR imaging are analyzed by evaluating the azimuthal PSLR and ISLR. The amplitude and phase errors caused by turbulence are weak in nature and coupled with the random error of the system, making it difficult to accurately extract and reproduce. However, this random process can be described by spatial PSD and its energy. The effects of turbulence on imaging can be obtained by semiphysical simulation based on the turbulent energy and PSD shape.
Firstly, we simulate the PSD mentioned in Section 2 to choose an appropriate PSD for our analysis. Assuming that
, the surface temperature is 20.85 °C, the ground relative humidity is 76.8%, the inner scale 0 l is 5 cm, the outer scale 0 L is 100 m, and the thickness of turbulence is 500 m. The distributions of aforementioned four PSD are shown in Figure 5 . It can be found that the modified turbulence PSD has the obvious input zone, inertial zone, and dissipative zone, which is more in line with the actually observed turbulence distribution. Different regions of PSD represent different status of troposphere [1] . The background troposphere mainly refers to the 
Tropospheric Turbulence
Simulations of Turbulent Energy
Firstly, we simulate the PSD mentioned in Section 2 to choose an appropriate PSD for our analysis. Assuming that v d = 10 m/s, v p = 300 m/s, the surface temperature is 20.85 • C, the ground relative humidity is 76.8%, the inner scale l 0 is 5 cm, the outer scale L 0 is 100 m, and the thickness of turbulence is 500 m. The distributions of aforementioned four PSD are shown in Figure 5 . It can be found that the modified turbulence PSD has the obvious input zone, inertial zone, and dissipative zone, which is more in line with the actually observed turbulence distribution. Different regions of PSD represent different status of troposphere [1] . The background troposphere mainly refers to the slowly changing part due to the large-scale variation and corresponds to the input region. The tropospheric turbulence refers to the dramatic changing part due to the small-scale vortices and corresponds to the inertial region. Therefore, the modified PSD shown as (14) is used in the following analysis and only the inertial zone is considered.
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5000 < h ≤ 10, 000 28.8 − 0.00556 h − 10 4 10 4 < h < 1.5 × 10 4 (34) where t 0 is the ground temperature and u 0 is the ground refractive rate.
We assume that the turbulent thickness is 1000 m. If the troposphere is divided into five layers, then
At this time, the distribution of C 2 n and the percentage of energy in each layer are shown in Figure 6 . The percentage of turbulent energy at the height of 200 m from the ground is above 85%. Therefore, the following analysis is about the impact of only one layer of turbulence.
The intensity of tropospheric turbulence can be expressed as the refractive index variance  2 n , whose unit is 2 cm [40] . Figure 7 shows the random phase power spectra for  = The percentage of turbulent energy at the height of 200 m from the ground is above 85%. Therefore, the following analysis is about the impact of only one layer of turbulence.
The intensity of tropospheric turbulence can be expressed as the refractive index variance σ n 2 , whose unit is cm 2 [40] . Figure 7 shows the random phase power spectra for σ n 2 = 0.1 cm 2 and σ n 2 = 3.0 cm 2 on the L-band and the amplitude and phase fluctuations produced by the phase screen method.
Therefore, the following analysis is about the impact of only one layer of turbulence.
The intensity of tropospheric turbulence can be expressed as the refractive index variance  2 n , whose unit is 2 cm [40] . Figure 7 shows the random phase power spectra for  = We can find that the amplitude and phase fluctuations become more obvious when  2 n increases. In the simulation, we assume  We can find that the amplitude and phase fluctuations become more obvious when σ n 2 increases.
In the simulation, we assume σ n 2 equals to 0.01 cm 2 , 0.1 cm 2 , 1 cm 2 , 3 cm 2 and 5 cm 2 , respectively.
The corresponding values of C n 2 , A NV and P NV can be obtained by (31) and (30) . Then the Monte Carlo simulation is carried out that the fluctuations are generated and measured by A NV and P NV . The results are shown in Figure 8 . C n 2 increases with the increase of σ n 2 , which indicates the change of turbulence intensity. Meanwhile, the A NV and P NV increase with the increase of turbulence intensity, indicating that the amplitude and phase fluctuations of signal become serious with the increase of tropospheric turbulence. 
Simulation of Point Target
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the tropospheric turbulence may cause the amplitude and phase of the signal to fluctuate, resulting in the deterioration of GEO SAR imaging quality. Therefore, for different integration time and wavelengths, impacts of tropospheric turbulence on imaging are analyzed by evaluating point target imaging. The system parameters of GEO SAR are shown in Table 2 . Actually, in nature, the typical values of 
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the tropospheric turbulence may cause the amplitude and phase of the signal to fluctuate, resulting in the deterioration of GEO SAR imaging quality. Therefore, for different integration time and wavelengths, impacts of tropospheric turbulence on imaging are analyzed by evaluating point target imaging. The system parameters of GEO SAR are shown in Table 2 . Actually, in nature, the typical values of C 2 n are generally between 10 −17 m −2/3 (weak turbulence) and 10 −13 m −2/3 (strong turbulence). Assuming that C 2 n = 10 −13 m −2/3 , which is the value in extreme unstable atmospheric conditions, the amplitude fluctuations I D TF and phase fluctuations φ D TF , which have effects on imaging, can be obtained by phase screen theory. The averages of PSLR and ISLR with Monte Carlo simulation of the L-, C-, and X-band point target imaging for different integration time are analyzed in Table 4 . We found that tropospheric turbulence has little effect on the L/C band in the inertial region, while has a slight effect for X-band. Since the turbulence of the inertial region in nature is not great enough to cause serious influence, in order to analyze the influence of different turbulent energy, wavelength and integration time, C 2 n needs to enlarged artificially. We give the results in Appendix A. Table A1 presents the averages of PSLR and ISLR with Monte Carlo simulation of the L-, C-, and X-band point target imaging. Table A2 shows the Monte Carlo simulation results of target imaging at 100 s, 150 s, and 300 s with different wavelengths when σ 2 n = 0.1 cm 2 . According to Table A1 , it can be seen that the larger the turbulence intensity is, the more severe the PSLR and ISLR will be. However, for the L-band, the PSLR does not change much. For the same turbulence intensity, the higher the signal frequency is, the worse the PSLR and ISLR will be. Figure 9 shows the azimuthal profiles of different σ 2 n for L-band. The red line represents the azimuthal profiles without tropospheric turbulence.
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Discussion
From the previous analysis we can see that the order of magnitude of It can be seen that, for the L-band, with the increase of σ 2 n , the PSLR has a slight deterioration while the ISLR has a significant deterioration, which is consistent with the experimental data. From the previous analysis we can see that the order of magnitude of C 2 n is 10 −8 and the fluctuations are not obvious when σ 2 n = 0.1 cm 2 . It is 5 to 9 orders of magnitude greater than the turbulence in nature, whose C 2 n lies between 10 −17 m −2/3 (weak) and 10 −13 m −2/3 (strong turbulence). In the extreme unstable atmospheric conditions, C 2 n can only achieve up to 10 −12 magnitude [63] , but still much less than 10 −8 .
Therefore, the tropospheric turbulence of inertial subrange basically has no effect on the imaging in nature, only has slightly effect on X-band as shown in Table 4 . It is noted that the atmospheric turbulence is dependent on the hour of the day, with low relative disturbances at night hours and maximum turbulence around noon. We use C 2 n which is 10 −17 m −2/3~1 0 −12 m −2/3 in nature to indicate turbulent energy. Therefore, it has included all-day turbulence distribution. Since the strongest turbulence has no obvious effect on GEO SAR according to the subsequent analysis, no analysis is performed for specific time interval.
In fact, the azimuthal SAR signal impacted by turbulence is
Considering the turbulence is very weak in microwave band, only the phase fluctuation φ(u) need to be considered. The SAR signal can be rewritten using Taylor expansion as
Then it can be transformed into the frequency domain [37] to complete the analysis of turbulence effects:
where, ⊗ is spectral convolution, Φ( f ) is the power spectrum density of the random phase, and f is the azimuthal frequency. Due to the long integration time of GEO SAR (generally above 100 s), the main lobe of S 0 ( f ) is within 0.01 Hz. Considering the relationship of azimuthal frequency and spatial frequency, we can write Φ( f ) as [64] 
where, V b f is the beam-foot velocity.
As the tropospheric turbulence occurs mainly near the surface, where the speed is generally below 30 m/s. The sum velocity of wind speed and V b f is still at the level of V b f (as shown in Figure 10 ). Here we employ the value of V b f for analysis. We can get the expression of V b f in the inertial zone:
So cutoff frequency of the power spectrum is f c ≥ V b f /L 0 . When the integration time is above 100 s, we can get V b f /L 0 0.01Hz. Combined with (40) , the turbulence only affects the side lobe rather than the main lobe and the degree of influence depends on the turbulent energy.
When C 2 n = 10 −13 m −2/3 , we can get the A NV and P NV in nature:
So the ISLR can be expressed as
where 10 log(Θ ISLR,0 ) = −9.7dB is the ideal ISLR. In the natural, A NV and P NV are too much smaller, as shown in (41), and are sure to be ignored.
where,  is spectral convolution, ( )  f is the power spectrum density of the random phase, and f is the azimuthal frequency. Due to the long integration time of GEO SAR (generally above 100 s), the main lobe of ( ) (39) where, bf V is the beam-foot velocity.
(a) (b) As the tropospheric turbulence occurs mainly near the surface, where the speed is generally below 30 m/s. The sum velocity of wind speed and bf V is still at the level of bf V (as shown in Figure   10 ). Here we employ the value of bf V for analysis. We can get the expression of bf V in the inertial zone:
So cutoff frequency of the power spectrum is As mentioned above, the turbulence energy in nature is very small and the influence on GEO SAR in low-frequency bands can be ignored.
Here, it is noted that variations of the tropospheric measures can reach a standard deviation of 0.3-0.5 cm [65, 66] which cannot be ignored in X-band systems. This conclusion seems to be mismatched with the one here, but actually it is just a verification of our research from another aspect. In the measurement, the tropospheric variations consist of both the slow-varying tropospheric component and the fast-varying turbulent component. However, in this section, the standard deviation of the path delay is only related to the tropospheric turbulence. But when considering the slow-varying troposphere together, i.e., background troposphere, the total path delay standard deviation caused by troposphere reaches 0.843 cm (considering the slow-varying component in Table 1 and fast-varying turbulence by Figure 6 and (13)). Thus, the varying troposphere will be sure to affect the X-band signal. Besides, it is calculated that the total path delay standard deviation from IGS zenith delay data can also reach 0.56 cm, which can also verify our conclusions.
Conclusions
GEO SAR has the characteristics of long synthetic aperture time and large observation range, and the atmosphere changes more severely with time and space. In this paper, we model and analyze the tropospheric influences on GEO SAR, including background troposphere and turbulence.
For the background tropospheric influences, the changing troposphere causes the GEO SAR image to shift and the offset is only related to the first-order ROC instead of the orbital configuration and the wavelength. The high order of phase error will accumulate within the long integration time, which results in image defocusing. Through the theoretical analysis and the verification of FY-3C satellite data and IGS data, we can get two important conclusions. Firstly, the shorter wavelength is, the greater tropospheric ROCs will be and the higher azimuth resolution will be required, which will result in more serious deterioration on GEO SAR image. Secondly, when the azimuthal resolution is fixed, the smaller the beam-foot velocity is and the longer the integration time is, the more serious the deterioration will be.
For the tropospheric turbulence, it will produce the random amplitude and phase fluctuations which results in the image defocusing. We mainly analyze the effects of turbulence on GEO SAR imaging by phase screen theory and simulation verification. We find that the short wavelength signals are more susceptible to the turbulence. Besides, we also find that in nature the tropospheric turbulence of inertial subrange has a negligible effect on the GEO SAR imaging in nature, and only slightly influences the X-band. The tropospheric effects could affect the GEO SAR interferometry and differential interferometry performance, which can be studied in future work. 
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Appendix A. Influences of Different Wavelengths and Turbulent Energies
Given the values of σ 2 n , C 2 n can be calculated by (15) and the amplitude fluctuations I D TF and phase fluctuations φ D TF which have effects on imaging can be obtained by phase screen theory.
When the integration time is 100 s, the averages of PSLR and ISLR with Monte Carlo simulation of the L, C, and X-band point target imaging are analyzed in Appendix, where the refractive index variance σ 2 n are assumed as 0.1 cm 2 , 1 cm 2 , and 3 cm 2 , respectively. Table A1 . Evaluations of azimuth profiles of point target under L-, C-, and X-bands (integration time is 100 s). Table A2 shows the Monte Carlo simulation results of target imaging at 100 s, 150 s, and 300 s for different wavelengths when σ 2 n = 0.1 cm 2 . 
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